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ABSTRACT

Inclusive growth means economic growth that produces employment opportunities and greatly helps in reducing poverty. It means that, all essential services can be afforded by the poor people at reasonable cost. It includes providing equal opportunity, allowing people through education, health and skill development. It also covers a growth process that is environment friendly growth, aims for good quality governance and a helps in creation of a gender sensitive society. Special initiatives to boost the employment opportunities are essential as it is very essential condition for bringing about an enhancement in the standard of living of the poor people. Inclusive growth approach took long term perspective of development. Sustainable economic growth requires inclusive growth. In Education sector in India inclusive Growth is also necessary for overall nation’s development. In a university, there are various stakeholders such as teachers, students, staff members, government, society, associations which has a primitive role to play towards inclusive growth. Growth is necessary but not adequate for nation’s development. Only inclusive growth can be a solution for poverty elimination and nation’s development.
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